My dear Fisher,

I have been muddledheaded over these elementary business, and I don't feel certain what was decided.

In the old Outline there are 3 pages—Family limitation of the old Fit's Supererogatory Stocks, Conceptive Control. I understand it was only the last which was being altered. But Birk's family limitation is rather like the first heading. (That attempt I sent you overlooked some already in the outline, and anyhow I don't much like my own draft now). Now the change which is
Now suggested, if I understand it, leave out your 3 reasons for conception control, in fact all the non-economic reasons. It leaves out about immoral purposes. So then there is something to be said for the omission. If a man, after taking contraceptor precaution, commits rape, it is the rape we condemn, not the contraceptor. What we want to say is that an immoral act cannot be made moral by the use of contraceptor. But it may not be worth seeing. Then company has new version with the old printed...
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regulatory. But I don't want to raise questions, as I think if my views are correct, they will probably be accepted in time.

If you object, then I will ask you and he could set together beforehand, and circulate some compromise. So that I don't feel very useful over this question.

Yours sincerely,

Lemuel Darwine

I do feel that any writing should be circulated before it should be accepted. Therefore change should be small to be accepted, even if circulated.